Urban/Rural Status Reports by State Tool

This tool features static files, one for each state or territory, which contain the following for each entity in the USAC database:

- Entity number
- Entity name
- Street address
- City
- State
- Zip code
- Entity type (School, District, Library, SLC Consortium)
- Entity status (Urban, Rural, Invalid Address)

Note that this report simply uses the address on record to locate and report an urban or rural status. Entity numbers for a school district, library system, consortium, statewide applicant, or NIF do not have an urban or rural status that can be used to determine the eligibility for urban or rural discounts even though an urban/rural status for each may appear in a state or territory status report.

Any changes made to the Urban/Rural Status Reports by State database that USAC makes – such as address corrections – are sent to the U.S. Census lookup and updated in one to two days.